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SPECIAL FEATURES
Built by Italian naval architect Picchiotti, this 
majestic and classically designed craft won’t fail 
to impress from the moment you step onboard. 
A thoughtful and imaginative 2017 refit has 
bestowed the 56 metre O’Natalina with a distinctly 
futuristic feel, making the most of the ample space 
across generous decks for guests to relax together 
or be entirely at one with the natural beauty of 
their surroundings. 

Sleeping up to 12 guests across seven en suite 
staterooms, O’Natalina’s comfort threshold is no 
less than exquisite. Nothing is too much trouble for 
her 11-strong youthful and enthusiastic crew, all of 
whom will ensure that you feel instantly at home. 

A cruising speed of 15.5 knots and efficient engine 
fuel consumption of 350 litres/hr makes her the 
perfect choice for a restful and indulgent escape.

THE YACHT
• Extensive refit in 2017

• Stabilisers underway

• Elegant and bright salon with large windows

• Dining area with a lazy Susan for 12 guests

• Upper salon can be used during day and night,  
the fully equipped bar and fancy dance floor 
create the perfect atmosphere

• Classically shaped exterior plus generous and 
spacious decks including a fantastic sun deck

O’NATALINA

SPECIFICATIONS

SUMMER EAST MEDITERRANEAN

WINTER EAST MEDITERRANEAN

RATES FROM  €130,000 PW

This was an awesome experience. The crew 
was on call 24/7. We actually cancelled a 
few restaurant reservations because of how 
good the food and service were. We had fun 
parties with the family on board and a great 
time with the kids. We left so happy and 
completely satisfied by the experience.

“

”

56m / 184’

Builder Picchiotti

Year 1985 (refit 2017)

Beam 8.90m / 29’2”

Draft 2.7m / 8’10”

Cruising speed 15.5 knots

Cabins 7 (1 master, 2 VIPs, 2 doubles,  
 twin convertibles)

CREW 11

GUESTS 12


